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FOREWORD BY WONG CHEN
My dear Constituents of Subang,

Breaking from tradition, I will use this foreword to highlight only two of
our community works in the last six months, namely the floods and
school repairs project. The rest of the foreword will be a commentary
on politics and economics of the last month.

The last six months have seen a lot of highs and lows. At the end of
this tumultuous six months period, we are now facing a lot of
economic anxieties on the back of the weaker ringgit, rising food
inflation and general political instability.

We started the year with aid distribution work for the December 18th,
2021, flood victims of Kinrara. By the third week of January 2022, our
office had successfully disbursed flood welfare aid of RM400 each to
more than 1,000 flood victims in TK1 and TK2, Kinrara.

Unfortunately, a second flood hit TK1, TK2 and Taman Perindustrian
USJ1 on 7th March 2022 and caused extensive property damage to
homes and businesses. In response, we immediately made flood aid
payments again, this time with a smaller amount of RM300 each to
slightly less than 1,000 recipients. The two floods had consumed
around RM711,000 of our budget and severely depleted our overall
allocations for welfare.

More importantly, three days after the second flood, I began an
intensive lobbying campaign approaching several ministers for flood
solutions for Subang. I highlighted the flood issue in a Parliament
speech. Within three weeks of the campaign, I managed to secure
commitments from the federal government to build two bunds, one
each for TK and USJ1. These projects have since been awarded and
are slated to be completed in August and September 2022
respectively, just ahead of the end of the year monsoon. The projects
are expected to cost the federal government RM1.6 million in totality.
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On another community project, we are happy to report that we are on
track to complete repairs of all 51 schools in Parliament Subang. Just
to recap, this year we are providing a grant of RM30,000 to each and
every public school in Subang at the total cost of RM1.53 million. Every
school gets an equal grant, and the PIBGs and teachers have been
given complete freedom to decide on how to spend the money and
also to hire their own contractors.

As of end June, most of the schools in Phase 1 have completed their
projects and Phase 2 is starting soon with projected completion of all
school repairs latest by October 2022. Besides the floods and school
repairs, we have other smaller community projects. All other
community works, and projects are detailed in this newsletter, so do
please take your time to browse them.

For the remaining part of this foreword, I would now like to provide a
commentary on politics and economics. In the first quarter of the
year, Malaysia was on track to recover from the Covid-19 pandemic.
When we entered the endemic phase on 1st April 2022, things looked
brighter. However, while things did improve initially, the world was then
hit by the full impact and economic costs of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine in mid April 2022. Since then, this fuller accounting of the war
has taken the wind out of the sails of global economic recovery.

Recall that on 24th February 2022, Russia invaded Ukraine. As a
pacifist, I immediately took an anti-war stance on the matter and
raised several points in Parliament. I warned Parliament of the dire
consequences of the war as Russia was a major supplier of fuel and
gas to Europe.

At one point, I was also in touch with a Ukrainian MP and pushed a
peace agenda at my Inter-Parliamentary Union working group
meeting. I also took part in the International Red Cross forum in
Parliament, to promote the principles of the Geneva Convention for
the protection from armed conflicts.

However, since my area of expertise is primarily on finance and
international trade, I was alarmed that the invasion was starting to
negatively impact economics in late March and early April. By the end
of April, the alarm bells started ringing in full. Ukraine and Russia are
big wheat producers. Russia supplies 26% of the world's fertilizers.
Ukraine is a top producer of sunflower oil.
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In the subsequent months, the world saw rising fuel costs, with supply
disruptions of wheat, fertilizer and cooking oil as a direct result of the
war. These factors then caused other commodity prices to also
increase. When the initial Russian advances were stopped by a
determined Ukraine, the forward trading positions taken by
speculators shifted to fears that the war may drag on for years. These
outlooks coupled by real supply disruptions triggered a massive
inflation spike in May 2022. In many Western nations, the inflation rate
rose above 7%, the highest since the late 1970s.

In response to this, the US Federal Reserve decided to dramatically
raise bank interest rates to cool inflation. This then caused capital to
flow back to the United States, triggering currency devaluations
globally. The Malaysian ringgit is not spared from this devaluation, but
we fared worse than Singapore and Indonesia. This low demand for
the ringgit situation was then exacerbated when China, our largest
trading partner, decided to go on lockdowns in May in response to a
spike of Covid-19 cases.

While many of the above international factors are beyond our control,
the current government, in a series of policy missteps, have not
helped to alleviate the situation.

Many rich and private individuals, together with GLCs and GLICS
continue to move, keep and hoard dollars overseas. This most recent
round of domestic capital flight is a direct vote of no confidence in
the current political leadership of the prime minister, seen to be weak
and supported by ministers lacking in competency. The open
electoral quarrels between government parties, the lack of faith and
trust in Malaysian politics have also clearly spooked domestic
investors.

The failures of the authorities, in particular the Securities
Commission’s poor handling of the Azam Baki, Serba Dinamik and
CTOS cases; have also driven away portfolio foreign investors, driving
the ringgit value further down.

Even as the ringgit devalues, the government is able to contain
inflation through increased subsidies. However, the government is
clearly struggling now that the subsidies bill is expected to cost close
to RM80 billion and there is still no clear answer how these subsidies
will be financed. If the government is unable to provide finances to
maintain subsidies in the next three months, then inflation is set to
spike in Malaysia too.
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As it is, we are witnessing our food imports going up to an estimated
RM70 billion this year, and that the weak ringgit is contributing further
to food inflation. Since global transport costs are high, wheat and
cooking oil are in short supply, and fertilizer prices are extremely high,
we are now facing the worrisome prospect of food insecurity. This
worry is best illustrated by the inconsistent government policy on the
supply of chicken. There have been two U-turns on this chicken policy
within a span of one month. More worrying is that the prime minister
and his cabinet are finally exposed as indecisive, incompetent and
out of depth on this relatively small matter of chicken supply. And we
are supposed to depend on them to competently handle the much
bigger issue of currency and inflation?

It would be apt to describe the government’s current approach as
akin to that of a headless chicken with policy, driven not by data but
populist sentiment. If the government can’t deliver, then we will need
to step up on personal responsibility to our own family and
community. On my part, I will continue to do my best in providing
inputs and advisory (setting aside my political hat) when serving in
the bipartisan National Recovery Council. As an Opposition MP in
Parliament, I will redouble efforts to critically keep the government
honest and competent via my work in the Parliamentary Special
Select Committee on Finance and Economy.

Lastly, I urge all to continue to be vigilant on the matter of the
pandemic. The new variants BA4 and BA5 are expected to hit our
shores in mid to late July and it is an even more infectious strain than
the Omicron variant. I highly recommend that you continue to wear
masks where needed and please do regular self-tests before indoor
gatherings.

I wish all a better and more productive year ahead.

Wong Chen
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LEGISLATIVE DUTIES: PARLIAMENT
Parliamentary Duties

Wong Chen started the Fifth Session of
Parliament with a 100% attendance
record. The first meeting was from the
28th of February 2022 to the 24th of
March 2022. In his King’s Speech, he
addressed issues of wages, brain
drain and governance matters.

However, after severe floods hit both
Subang Jaya and Kinrara in late 2021
and again in March 2022,
he emphasized and pursued flood
mitigation infrastructure and
solutions for his constituency.

Wong Chen immediately engaged
Jabatan Pengairan dan Saliran (JPS)
Selangor and private volunteer
engineers to determine the cause of
flooding and potential solutions for
the Taman Kinrara and Taman
Perindustrian USJ 1 areas.

The resulting JPS report guided Wong
Chen in his meetings with the Minister
of Environment and Water to secure
funding for earth bunds to stop
overspill from Sungai Kuyoh and
Sungai Klang. This proposal was
successfully approved in a matter of
days and work has already begun at
the affected areas at the time of writing.

Simultaneously, he engaged relevant
ministers such as the Minister for the
Federal Territories, relevant state
assembly members and Members of
Parliament to discuss the long-term
strategy in addressing the flood.

He also debated on the House floor for
the need of further transparency and
reporting in the government’s Bantuan
Wang Ihsan (BWI), as the P104 office
received many complaints of
unreceived funds.
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National Recovery Council

Wong Chen was appointed to represent KEADILAN in the bi-partisan National
Recovery Council. This Council was set up as an advisory body in charge of
national economic and social recovery efforts from the pandemic. Its primary
functions are to propose constructive inputs and policy suggestions to the
Government’s approach in pandemic mitigation and economic recovery. At the
time of writing, the Council has met a total of six times in 2022 and is closely
monitoring matters such as food security, inflation, foreign worker policies and the
currency. Wong Chen is also a member of a sub-committee on finance and
economy within this Council.

Wong Chen was elected as the Deputy Chairman of this powerful select
committee. This special select committee, comprising nine Members of
Parliament, works closely with Bank Negara and senior economists to consider all
crucial matters under the purview of the Ministry of Finance, the Prime Minister
Department (Economic Planning Unit), and the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI). Recent committee meetings focused on the economic
implications of the rising global oil prices resulting from the Ukraine Invasion and
the competitiveness of Malaysian industries.

Parliamentary Special Select Committee on Finance
and Economy
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IPU Working Group on Science and Technology

Wong Chen was asked by Parliament Malaysia to apply for a seat in the inaugural
Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) Working Group on Science and Technology. The
IPU then appointed Wong Chen - out of many international applicants - as one of
four regional legislators to represent the Asia Pacific Region. The IPU is the largest
global organization of national parliaments promoting peace, democracy and
sustainable development.

The IPU Working Group on Science and Technology is a group of 20 global
legislators established by the IPU Governing Bodies to serve as the global
parliamentary focal point for issues related to science and technology and their
impact on humanity.

The Group’s role is to inspire global parliamentary action through legislative work
in the field of science and technology in an ethical manner, combating the
inequalities and discrimination that hinder universal access to science and
technology. Most recently, a crucial area of focus for this group was the problem
of water scarcity and its means of promoting peace in areas of conflict.
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DIPLOMATIC & INTERNATIONAL WORK
Southeast Asian Community (SEAC)

Wong Chen co-founded the Southeast Asian
Community (SEAC), a group of legislators
supported by prominent political leaders from
Cambodia, Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia.
SEAC also has an advisor founder from North
Macedonia. In 2022, SEAC lobbied strongly for
and issued a statement in support of Indonesia
leading negotiations with the Myanmar Junta to
prevent the worsening of the Myanmar crisis.

SEAC also strongly condemned the Russian
invasion of Ukraine in March 2022, calling for
restraint, cessation of hostilities, withdrawal of
militaries and increased efforts for negotiation.

ASEAN Inter-Parliamentary Assembly (AIPA) 

Wong Chen represented Parliament Malaysia
at the 13th Meeting of the AIPA (ASEAN Inter-
Parliamentary Assembly) Caucus in June 2022.
This event, hosted virtually by the Thailand
Parliament, centered on ASEAN cooperation
within the digital economy. Wong Chen
delivered a speech on Malaysia’s position
regarding the digital economy and the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, elaborating on Malaysia’s
Digital Economy Blueprint and the N4IR policy.

He also conveyed his personal views on the
regulation of the e-economy, as much of the
intellectual property rights and development
of the digital economy globally resides in
private hands. He urged the delegates from
various ASEAN Parliaments to demand
transparency and accountability for all telco
spectrums, concessions, contracts and laws
regarding all private sector efforts in the e-
economy and the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
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In the first half of 2022, Wong Chen has engaged with the following ambassadors 
and foreign dignitaries: 

European Union:
H.E. Michalis Rokas
Mr. Timo Goosmans

Norway:
H.E. Morton Paulsen

Singapore:
H.E. Loy Hui Chien
H.E. Venu Gopala 
Menon

Bangladesh:
H.E. Mr. Md Golam 
Sarwar

Brazil:
H.E. Ary Norton de Murat 
Quintella

United States:
Miss Bryn West 
H.E. Brian McFeeters

United Kingdom:
H.E. Ken O’Flaherty

Taipei:
H.E. Anne Hung

Australia:
Senator The Hon. 
Penny Wong
H.E. Justin Lee

DIPLOMATIC ENGAGEMENTS
PUSAT KHIDMAT RAKYAT PARLIMEN SUBANG
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WELFARE UPDATES
The first half of 2022 has been a busy one for the P104 office. It has always been
the office’s goal to give back to the community, and that is what we hope to
achieve with the ongoing projects we are rolling out. Projects include flood welfare
aid, Projek Mesra Rakyat: School Edition and Program Kesejahteraan Peniaga
Subang. Each of these projects has been sub-categorized into Welfare and
Community Updates respectively.

P104 Subang Flood Welfare Aid Phase 1:

Subang Jaya and Kinrara suffered a catastrophic flood on 18th December 2021. As
explained in our previous newsletter, our office spent the whole of December 2021
gathering data on the number of households in Taman Kinrara Seksyen 1 & 2 that
were affected by the floods. In January 2022, our flood relief program for phase 1
sprung into full action as we began to disburse said flood welfare aid.
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P104 Subang Flood Welfare Aid Phase 2:
The 7th of March 2022 was another day of reckoning as Subang was hit once again
by a flash flood.

Our office, in teams of two, went down to the ground to assess the extent of the
damage of the flood in the affected areas: one went to check on the riverbanks
and the other to the affected houses.

Our assessment reported that the floods in March affected approximately 1,002
households in both Taman Kinrara Seksyen 1 and 2. The majority of which mostly
affected Taman Kinrara Seksyen 1 as highlighted below in red.

Phase 2 post-flood aid consisted of RM300 to 996 household recipients - which
brings to a total of RM298,800.

All in all, this brings our post-flood aid in Phase 1 and 2 to a total of RM711,200
covering 2,026 households spanning across Taman Kinrara Seksyen 1 & 2.

PUSAT KHIDMAT RAKYAT PARLIMEN SUBANG
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P104 Contactless Welfare Program

As part of the ongoing initiative of the contactless cash voucher program
executed by our office since the pandemic in 2020 - we have successfully carried
out another round of distribution of RM200 worth KK Mart cash vouchers to 263
recipients in the Subang constituency area. A huge thanks goes to IJM
Corporation for sponsoring these vouchers.

While our office prioritized distributing the vouchers to our constituents that hailed
from the B40 income group staying in low-cost flats; the main benefactors of
these vouchers were the residents staying in Taman Kinrara who had been most
affected by the floods that hit twice in the span of three months.

Program Kesejahteraan Peniaga Subang (PKPS)

Program Kesejahteraan Peniaga Subang is
an RM300,000 allocation given by the
Federal Government with one purpose: to
kickstart businesses to supplement the
B40’s income.

The focus is to help those in our
constituency who want to start a business
of their own but do not have the means to
buy the needed equipment. With this
RM300,000 allocation, we can procure
equipment for our B40 constituents.

At the time of writing, our office is in the
midst of compiling a database of the types
of equipment needed.

At the same time, we have been busy getting our constituents registered in eKasih
as one of the prerequisites for this program. If all goes well, the procurement of
goods will start once the allocation is banked into our accounts in July 2022.
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Projek Mesra Rakyat

Projek Mesra Rakyat (PMR) is a government allocation that is meant for the
upgrading and fixing of government or government related infrastructure within
each Member of Parliament’s constituency. The government had allocated a total
sum of RM2,000,000 for the year 2022. This allocation is divided into two phases,
March 2022 - June 2022 and July 2022 - September 2022.

For the first phase, our office has decided to spend the allocation on 31
government schools, two KAFA Integrasi classes, one Sekolah Rendah Agama, and
one surau in the Subang constituency to upgrade their infrastructure. As of July
2022, the breakdowns of allocation is shown below:
• RM30,000 each to 30 government schools
• RM25,000 to one government school
• RM20,000 each to two KAFA Integrasi classes
• RM15,000 to one Sekolah Rendah Agama
• RM10,000 to one Surau
We have successfully applied for a total of RM990,000 of the PMR funds that was
approved and disbursed to all the above parties. This progress amounts to 99% of
the first phase of PMR. A balance of RM10,000 will be brought forward to Phase 2 in
July 2022.

Phase 1

PUSAT KHIDMAT RAKYAT PARLIMEN SUBANG
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Projek Mesra Rakyat
31 schools from the Subang constituency were allocated RM30,000 to upgrade the
existing facilities within the school compound. Our office is happy to report that as
of June 2022, all 31 schools have received their RM30,000 PMR allocation.

• SK SS 19 Subang Jaya
• SK Subang Jaya
• SK Sri Subang Jaya
• SK Seri Selangor
• SK Seafield 3
• SK USJ 20
• SK USJ 12
• SJK (C) Lick Hung
• SJK (C) Chee Wen
• SJK (T) Tun Sambanthan
• SK Bandar Sunway
• SMK Subang Jaya
• SMK Subang Utama
• SMK USJ 4
• SMK USJ 13
• SMK USJ 8

SUBANG JAYA
• SK Puchong Indah
• SK Pusat Bandar Puchong (1)
• SK Seksyen 2 Bandar Kinrara
• SK Puchong Jaya 2
• SJK (C) Yak Chee
• SJK (C) Shin Cheng (Harcroft)
• SJK (T) Castlefield
• SMK Puchong
• SMK Seksyen 1 Bandar Kinrara
• SMK Seksyen 3 Bandar Kinrara
• SMK Seksyen 4 Bandar Kinrara
• SMK Bandar Puchong Jaya 

(A)
• SMK Bandar Puchong 

KINRARA
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Town Hall Sessions with YB Wong Chen

Upon entering the endemic phase in April 2022, our office has initiated a series of
town hall meetings with the residents of both Subang Jaya and Kinrara to gather
feedback and to provide information regarding policy matters to residents. During
each of these town hall sessions, the common theme of concern amongst
Subangnites was on the state of the economy.

We initiated the first of these town halls at the Balai Masyarakat at SS19 on the 21st
of May 2022.

Subsequently, the next few town halls were done at the residential areas as 
listed below:
• [MBSJ MPP Zone 4] USJ 1
• [MBSJ MPP Zone 10] Bandar Puchong Jaya

PUSAT KHIDMAT RAKYAT PARLIMEN SUBANG
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Lepak with Wong Chen

At the time of writing, scheduled town halls are as follows:
• [MBSJ MPP Zone 10] Taman Bukit Kinrara (Pangsapuri Melur) - 2nd July 2022 

(Saturday)
• [MBSJ MPP Zone 9] Glomac Lakeside Residence - 10th July 2022 (Sunday)
• [MBSJ MPP Zone 13] PUJ - 24th July 2022 (Sunday)

Town Hall Sessions with YB Wong Chen

In efforts to better engage the residents of Subang in a more casual setting,
“Lepak with Wong Chen” was created. These events are in an open-format
welcoming any and all questions from the public.

These sessions, pre-recorded and published on Wong Chen’s Facebook page on a
bi-weekly basis, will also support local eateries and businesses in the Subang
area. As such, the first session was carried out at the Autism Cafe Project, Da Men
Mall, a local restaurant established by a father whose son is autistic and is
committed to creating a safe environment for people with disabilities to enhance
their independence and train them to become more self-reliant.

Projek Kecil
This year for Projek Kecil, the P104 office
has decided to focus on financially
supporting one low-cost flat in P104
Subang.

Pangsapuri Panglima (Kos Rendah
Kinrara) has a newly established
Resident Association (RA) and have
requested an office to plan their
community activities. Our office
approved a new container cabin. Works
are now underway to order the cabin
and have it assembled at the nearby
field.
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PRESS & MEDIA
 05/01/2022 — FMT — Allocate RM400m in annual 

budget to tackle climate change, govt told

 23/01/2022 — FMT — 2-year ban on Zii Jia is 
vindictive, says Wong Chen

 24/01/2022 — Sin Chew Daily — 批准云顶香港无担保
贷款黄基全：3银行应解释

 26/01/2022 — FMT — PRN Johor: PKR guna logo 
sendiri bukan luar biasa, kata Wong Chen

January

February
 16/02/2022 — Malay Mail — Report: Securities 

Commission to explain Azam Baki’s stock trading 
case to parliamentary panel tomorrow

 16/02/2022 — Utusan Malaysia — Saham Azam 
Baki: Pertemuan PSC dan SC esok ditangguh

 17/02/2022 — FMT — PKR leaders mixed over 
Rafizi’s possible return to active politics 

 24/02/2022 — Sin Chew Daily — 1MDB人物未被调查
已不关注黄基全：大马人怎么了？

March
 01/03/2022 — FMT — Reverse brain drain with 

better salaries, MP tells govt 

 02/03/2022 — FMT — MP slams Mas Ermieyati for 
‘senseless excuse’ on 1MDB probe 

 08/03/2022 — FMT — Lack of will by Dr M stymied 
reforms, says PKR man 

 09/03/2022 — Malay Mail — In Parliament, 
Opposition MPs bombard govt during special 
debate on this week’s flash floods in KL 

 25/03/2022 — FMT — Adakah SC akan siasat
Genting, soal Wong Chen selepas Leissner beri
keterangan 1MDB 

 Feature - 31/03/2022 — Sinar Harian — Alasan 
batal bina klinik tidak boleh diterima: MP Subang 
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 01/04/2022 — China Press — 在朝国会议员出席率低
于平均 —

 09/04/2022 — FMT — Proposed constitutional 
amendment is too wide, says MP 

 21/04/2022 — Sinar Harian — Menteri Dalam
Negeri perlu beri penjelasan isu dasar pelarian’

 22/04/2022 — FMT  — Is politics at play in award 
of digital banking licences? 

April

May
 09/05/2022 — FMT — ‘Weak’ govt provides 

opportunity to pass anti-hopping law, says PKR 
man

 24/05/2022 — Malay Mail  — Myopic to 
hyperfocus on youth votes despite Undi18, says 
PKR’s Wong Chen 

 28/05/2022 — Malay Mail  — Predicting wave of 
defections after GE15, Wong Chen says anti-party 
hopping law vital to restore Malaysia’s 
democracy 

 30/05/2022 — Malay Mail  — Wong Chen says he 
will seek another term as Subang MP because 
there’s still more to be done

June 
 Feature - 01/06/2022 — Malay Mail — Wong Chen 

sees a stronger, more diverse PKR post-GE15 

 Feature - 09/06/2022 — FMT — Improve 
governance quickly or risk outflow of funds, MP 
tells SC 

 Feature - 15/06/2022 — Kwong Wah Daily — 嘉玛
建议财长下届大选当雪大臣希盟议员：只让扎夫鲁不受
欢迎

 Feature - 16/06/2022 — FMT — Pegangan RAM 
Holdings: Masih sempat campur tangan, Ahli 
Parlimen beritahu kementerian
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Dhaartshini Senguttuvan

OFFICER’S WELCOME
Even as the newest officer to the P104 office, I have
gained a wide range of experiences. Indeed, since the
start of the year, I have worked with colleagues on
developing various welfare aid programs, learnt more
about flood mitigation infrastructure, engaged with
professionals on areas of policy that interest me and
so much more. I have attended to constituents with
varied problems and learnt exponentially in my mere
six months here.

During the months to come in my tenure, I hope to
continue learning – from Boss (as we call him), our
office volunteers, government officials, experts and
from my colleagues. I am truly grateful for the P104
office environment that promotes development, and I
am excited to see what is to come. I am also extremely
thankful for the opportunity to serve the constituents
of Subang.

From being on the ground for flood welfare
programs to walking through the corridors
of Parliament, my time in the P104 office has
been nothing short of amazing. While in
Parliament, I witnessed Minister KJ's
controversial proposal for amendments to
Act 342, the passing of the MA63 Bill and
debates on the 2022 Budget. However, the
highlight of my internship would have
certainly been the policy lectures we interns
had with Boss. Despite being engaged in
meetings and parliamentary work
throughout the day, Boss would always
make time to share his knowledge with us
and answer any looming questions that we
had, be it on politics, economics or
international affairs.

To Boss and the P104 officers, thank you for
providing me with such an incredible
opportunity to serve the people of Subang
and discover what goes on behind the
scenes in a parliamentary office. This is truly
an experience that I will carry on for the rest
of my life.

INTERN TESTIMONIAL
Ethan Leng Yu Zen
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & 
ALLOCATION SPENDINGS 

Balance Sheet as at 30th June 2022

Asset RM  
Cash and bank balance 378,459.39 

Net Asset for the period 378,459.39 

Excess funds from prior period 123,967.44 
Current year surplus 254,491.95 
Excess funds for the period 378,459.39 

Income Statement for Period Ending 30th June 2022

Income RM  
Federal Allocations 1,300,000.00 N1
Donations 4,500.00 N2
Interest 283.01 

1,304,783.01 
Less : Expenses
Federal Allocation spendings 916,600.00 N3
Donation 1,944.00 N2
Salaries, allowances & bonuses 79,141.27 
EPF, SOCSO & EIS 7,975.60 
Rental of premise 12,000.00 
Utilities 9,639.80 N3
General expenses 22,990.39 N4

1,050,291.06 

Net surplus for the period 254,491.95 

Allocations received for the following purpose: 
Federal: Office Allocation RM312,000.00 
Federal: Welfare Assistance RM832,000.00 
Federal: Associations RM136,000.00 
Federal: Projek Kecil RM20,000.00 

RM1,300,000.00 

These donations were received from the
public in January 2022 in which RM1,280 was
spent on cash voucher courier services in May
2022 and RM664 spent on welfare assistance.

Federal Allocation Spending is as follow:
Federal: Welfare Assistance 36,900.00 
Federal: Associations 148,500.00 
Federal: Flood Relief Aid 711,200.00 
Federal: Projek Kecil 20,000.00 

916,600.00 

Utilities includes electricity, water, telephone & 
internet, etc. 

General expenses includes office cleaning, 
office supplies, digital services, bank charges 
etc. 

1

2

3

4

5
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FEDERAL ALLOCATION SPENDINGS
Pursuant to the MOU that was signed in September 2021, P104 Subang is
receiving a total of RM1,500,000 for community expenditure and RM300,000 for
office operational expenses. The RM1,500,000 is distributed into three tranches of
which we have received the first two at RM500,000 each totalling to RM1,000,000
as of 30th June 2022.

Of the first two tranches of RM1,000,000, the amount was distributed to the
following categories:

1. Flood Welfare Aid Phase 1 & 2: RM711,200
2. Social Welfare Assistance: RM36,900
3. Associations and Pledges: RM148,500
4. Projek Kecil: RM20,000
5. Emergency Flood Fund for December 2021: RM12,000

P104 Subang has disbursed a total of RM919,600 of the community funds which
amounts to 91.96% of the first two tranches. A balance of RM80,400 will be
brought forward to July 2022.

DONATIONS SPENDINGS
Between January to June 2022, P104 received a total of RM4,500 from three
private donors. RM1,280 was spent on courier services in May for the distribution
of cash vouchers courtesy of IJM Corporation Berhad. RM664 was disbursed to
two welfare cases. A total of RM1,944 of the donations was spent from January-
June 2022. The balance RM2,556 will be carried forward to July 2022.
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We serve all residents in the Parliamentary constituency of Subang 
which includes:

Subang Jaya:
USJ 1 - 22; SS 12 - 19; PJS 7, 9, 11, Bandar Sunway;

Kinrara:
Kinrara Seksyen 1 - 7; Puchong Jaya Timur; Puchong Jaya Barat; Puchong 
Jaya Utara; Batu 12 & 13; Batu 7 Jalan Puchong; Bandar Kinrara Seksyen 1 - 5; 
Pusat Bandar Puchong; Bandar Puteri; Puchong Indah 1 - 2; Puchong Perdana 
1 - 2; Puchong Intan.

Parliamentary Affairs: 
• Raise various national issues on your behalf
• Represent P104 Subang on policies and laws 
• Update residents on all national issues

Community Affairs:
• Support application for medical aid and welfare payments
• Apply for medical exemptions
• Connect with welfare and medical NGOs

Citizenship and Immigration Affairs: 
• Support application for blue identity card and issue letter of enquiries 
• Follow up with Jabatan Pendaftaran Negara (JPN) and Immigration 

Department

CONSTITUENCY SERVICES
PUSAT KHIDMAT RAKYAT PARLIMEN SUBANG
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